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Disclaimer 

This eBook is purely for informational purposes only. Information in this eBook does not 

constitute an agreement or contract of any kind. This eBook does not claim that 

information contained herein is error free, and consequently, will not assume 

responsibility for any action taken as a result of using this information. In no event will 

Speedy-Diet.com, its agents or employees, be liable for any damages, losses or other 

expenses arising in connection with this site or use thereof or inability to use by any 

party, or in connection with any failure of performance, error, omission, interruption, 

defect, delay in operation or transmission, even if this or its representatives, are advised 

of the possibility of such damages, losses or other expenses. 
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Is it possible to lose weight by a single meal a 
day? 

Eating one meal per day isn‟t sufficient for the whole day‟s activity. Each meal should 

provide you the nutrients that are essential for ever day dosage. If you deprive yourself 

from eating 3 meals a day, your body can get weaker in no time. Eventually, you may 

soon develop to resist food intake which will then drive you into starvation.  

As you starve, your body will depend on your stored fat in order to find a way to regain 

some energy. You won‟t know when your fat will deplete, and when you know, it may be 

too late to turn odds. It is a risky decision that should not be taken for granted. Make a 

room for another choice; if you badly need to get slim, eat healthy meals three times a 

day. 

The idea of this weight loss can be considered as a manifestation of fasting. Like 

fasting, food limitation plays the vital role. As compared to a book, no matter how 

healthy fasting could be, sometimes, you just can‟t deny the idea that just a meal a day 

is definitely a deprivation.  

Exercise will lend you a lot of help. By exercising, you could be burning off 500 calories 

after eating of about 300-400 calories meal and it is sure way enough to jump start your 

weight loss exercise. You have will have burned 200 excess calories. It‟s a choice of 

balance; you can do more burning and lose more weight. 

You have to have a strong will to lose weight.  Even if you lose weight with one meal per 

day, it would be like suicide. You only get to live once, so take your every step as 

cautious as you could be. 
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Do Carbohydrates make us fat? 

Eating foods low in carbohydrates is what we usually see in diet programs and 

advertisements nowadays. They claim that with lower carbohydrate intake, customers 

shall see a rapid improvement. But is that so? 

Carbohydrates do not generally make us fat. This is a common misunderstanding by 

most people who want to lose weight. Perhaps some are just mislead to the idea 

because carbohydrates contribute a lot to the blood sugar content of our body which, if 

unconsumed will be deposited and stocked. Additionally, it is also may be due to the 

fact that carbohydrates do contain a lot of calories which is the energy of our body, and 

if unconsumed will likewise cause fabulous bodies to turn to “flabulous” ones. 

Note how the word is unconsumed is repeated in either cases. Yes, only if unconsumed 

shall this thing become threatening. So how can we solve this? We make sure we burn 

calories as much or more than we take in. We can get rid of the unwanted excessive 

deposits of sugar and calories in our body then by taking proper diet, amount of water 

and amount of exercise. 

Also take into consideration the other type of carbohydrates, the good carbohydrates. 

Good carbohydrates are natural carbohydrates that contain dietary fibers, and minerals 

and vitamins. These minerals and vitamins provide us with sufficient nutrition to get 

going and fibers can aid proper digestion.  
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How will my cravings be regulated? 

Basically, craving means an intense feeling of eating some specific food, and can be 

tough to overcome. You don‟t have to worry about it being an eating disorder because 

it‟s not. It is a hormonal imbalance due to insufficient healthy nutrients so it‟s totally 

workable; and here are some ways to get rid of it completely. 

Dosage 

Foods with high levels of sugar are mostly women‟s cravings. These include chocolates, 

cakes, pastries and other desserts. However, for a fact, these foods alter a lot if we 

mean to talk about hormonal balance and effect. The lesser sugar intake will be a lot 

better. 

Don’t Diet 

Food cravings typically happen when you go on a diet plan. When your body feels the 

insufficient nutrients of your food intake, you will most probably crave for food containing 

such nutrient. 

Take for example; before you follow the diet plan, you were used to eating enough 

foods rich in carbohydrates like rice, then suddenly the carb intake is being reduced. 

Upon the reduction, your body will respond to the insufficient nutrient you used to have 

daily. Then, food craving will soon to develop. 

At this state, your body signals may be being mixed, thus causing you low serotonin. 

Serotonin is a happy hormone. When it‟s low, we feel sad. Hormonal imbalance causes 

to have low in serotonin. It is true that chocolates make us feel good for a while but at 

this state, you might just only typically develop a food craving on it. 

Do Distractions 

Whenever you feel like so much tempted already to eat the “bad” foods, it is always 

wise to do some distractions. Your conscience can sometimes be credited on disproving 

the urge to eat unnecessarily. Once you master this, you might just gain the full control 

of your cravings. 
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How do I get abs fast? 

Do various regular exercises. Focusing on “just” your abs exercises will not help so 

much compared when you get a total body workout. If you want to lose your abdominal 

fats, you will have to lose fats on other areas of your body as well. Sounds tough but 

don‟t worry, there are some clever ways to get that abs fast. 

Do cardio exercises. 

Cardio exercises, from the name itself, focuses on strengthening your heart and lungs, 

and improving your endurance. Exercises like walking, jogging, cycling and swimming 

enhance your metabolism which in turn help you lose some fats in most areas of the 

body. 

Avoid eating foods with processed carbohydrates. 

Processed carbohydrates that are present in breads, cookies and ice cream should be 

avoided since they contribute a lot of influence in fat gain. These foods are the apples in 

the eye that cause massive increase in number obese individuals. They are absolutely 

one of the main reasons for belly fat. 

It is recommended that before you do abs exercises, you should remove the fat that 

covers in that area first. This is to ensure that the muscles you‟re going to build will not 

just add up in the fat layer but rather replace it. 

Do abs exercises 

Now, building the abs exercises is the most crucial part. One should be careful on what 

exercise to perform. Some exercises may be effective but when done overly rigorous 

may be very harmful, just as crunching shortens your abs eventually destroys its shape. 

Any standing exercises aiming for the abs will be an effective alternative. 

Always regulate the kind of exercise that you will undergo. Instead of building your 

muscles, you might end up harming yourself.  This will remind you that doing too much 

exercise is no good at all. 

Do this as often as daily 

Do the abs exercise as often as daily for a faster result. Spending an hour or two to 

work on the routine will melt your fats away and build that abdominal muscles you have 

always wanted to have. 
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When should I eat — before or after an 
exercise? 

Come to think of it, for as long as you take an equivalent calorie in out, you should in 

any way be in the same good standing. For a fact, it isn‟t the exactly the idea of eating 

before or after exercising that matters the most. It is how much calories you take in and 

take out. 

However, deciding whether to eat before or after exercising may be crucial at certain 

situations. If you are up for a rigorous exercise that requires a lot of energy, it may be 

better if you eat before exercising, especially if the training place is at a certain distance 

away from any stores or meal house. Doing your hard routines would be difficult if you 

don‟t get packed by sufficient energy levels as you should be. On the other hand, if 

you‟re routine are cardio exercises only, feel free to get moving even without taking a 

meal first. It is traditional anyway to take cardio exercises before taking breakfast. 

Moreover, this meal is what most people call pre-workout meal. A good pre-workout 

meal ideally contains protein and carbohydrates like a cup of rice and a slice of lean 

meat. Carbohydrates will provide you enough energy to get going on your routines while 

proteins ensure and aid muscle build up and repair.  
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Why do I get hungry all the time after I decided 
to lose weight? 

Starvation is not the key to a successful weight loss. However, if you really want to lose 

some weight, you will really have to adjust your meal intake especially if it is critically 

excessive; however, this might probably cause you to get really hungry all the time. 

Despite that fact, let it not be a reason enough for you to ruin your program. Try to find a 

solution for this before you quit. 

So, chances are, maybe you are not eating enough healthy foods—which is very 

important. Healthy foods like vegetables and fruits contain dietary fiber that keeps you 

feel full much longer than those with less dietary fiber. Fiber-rich foods aid proper 

digestion and help us compose ourselves between meals. Therefore, we shall not have 

to eat unnecessary snacks as much as possible. 

Talking about snacks, take healthy snacks instead of junk foods. An apple or an orange 

should be enough to get you going. If you feel like you have to, then don‟t deprive 

yourself, but make sure you eat the right foods and right amount of them. 

One more thing that doctors really advice is to never skip breakfast. Breakfast is the 

most important meal of the day. It is okay to eat relatively the most at breakfast because 

activities are expected to be done after this meal. If you wish to eat more, and then 

make sure you also do activities that can burn more calories to complement your intake. 

Finally, never skip meals. Skipping meals is one way to totally blur your goal. Skipping 

diet is very unhealthy. Despite the intention of trying to get results faster, you are doing 

the opposite. Skipping meals causes hormonal imbalances to our body and can alter 

our ideal body condition. It is always advised to eat and never skip healthy meals. 
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Should the amount of salt in my diet be counted 
for?   

It is important to understand that what we consider here is our everyday preservative 

that we can find in our kitchens. Aside from being a preservative though, salt or sodium 

chloride, or iodized salt, is also commonly known as an important ingredient in our 

recipes to give more flavor and taste as well. To that, different researches have been 

made up to date to further clarify how much salt can affect our body. 

Most commonly, the amount of salt can be found in the label. For a fact, fresh foods 

contain less salt than canned ones. In some instances too, dietitians believe that highly 

commercialized dishes may contain more salt than home-made ones do. Thus, it is as 

always safer and better to pick the fresh and natural ones over canned goods, and 

make your own favorite recipe than consistently take your meals in a food chain. You 

may not be aware but there‟s a big possibility that you have already absorbed more salt 

than your body needs. Adults are recommended only for sodium intake not to exceed 

2400 milligrams per day.  

 There are different effects on human body when salt is taken, that‟s why it is important 

that we must be cautious in what we eat. True that there are bodies that are highly 

tolerant in salt but there are some as well that should be very sensitive. Those that have 

very poor tolerance in salt must be careful as they pose the highest risks to salt-related 

diseases among anyone else. 

When things go wrong, salt-related diseases may occur such as kidney malfunction and 

high blood pressure. Since the kidneys regulate the sodium in our body, when a vast 

amount of this chemical becomes beyond control of our filtering kidneys, a blood 

pressure can occur or at worse, a kidney malfunction.  

You may need not to worry though since salt has small effect on people with normal 

blood pressure on average. Yet all of us must remain vigilant to eating unhealthy foods 

or so not to risk our own lives from serious kidney diseases or infections especially the 

elderly people. 

Naturally, it's constantly a good thing to remember to talk over health concerns with the 

doctor. And as always, we must keep in mind that a balanced diet is the key to 

moderate the food matter as well as salt neutralization. 
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Is Eating More Protein better than Eating More 
Carbs? 

The protein plays a vital role in exercising. It composes the amino acids that aid in 

building and repairing your muscle tissues.  Similarly, amino acids form enzymes and 

hormones which support better metabolism, maintain healthy immune system and help 

the other body functions. 

On the other hand, eating carbohydrates enables an active and energetic exercise life. 

It is one of the nutrients that our body needs for energy. It is the source of blood sugar 

that energizes your body organs and tissues. Additionally, eating more carbohydrates 

allows the storage of extra sugar to the liver and the muscles for later needs. 

To wrap it up, you must understand how these function so you‟ll know as to when you 

need the other more than the other. You have to be cautious about the contributions 

and effects of these two essential components to your body so you can prepare proper 

meal as deemed necessary. 

Further it is important that you maintain a balanced diet and take everything in 

moderation. Anything good when done excessively is considered an abuse and harmful 

indeed. You may eat more protein so you can repair and supplement the right support 

your body needs in body building or any other similar activities. You may eat more 

carbohydrates so that you can get going a lot more than „good‟ by getting sufficient 

amount of energy. There‟s no telling exactly which should be taken more than the other 

since they have different functions. 

Most importantly, take enough of both and do religious exercise. This way will sure get your 

body to the fittest.  
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Does sleeping really help to lose weight?  

Sleeping is a commodity that every people can never get away with. Even if we don‟t 

want to sleep, our body will always require us to do such a thing. Sleeping is a pleasure 

as much as eating is. However, over the years, more and more people believe that 

oversleeping and skipping meals is one way to lose weight; which isn‟t exactly right. The 

exact relationship between sleeping and losing weight isn‟t fully discovered yet, 

however, there are few significant propositions that researchers themselves agree with. 

Sleeping and psychology. Getting enough sleep makes us feel fit and capable to do 

our daily activities especially our weight loss programs, may it be going to gym or even 

just a daily brisk walk-jog routine. The thing is, when we don‟t get enough sleep, our 

body becomes weak and incapable to do things right (and we can feel that). Even if we 

wish to go to the gym for example, our judgment will be altered and we tend to realize 

we simply can‟t because our body demands a rest; thus, we skip our activities and do 

not burn up calories. There will also be a tendency that when we are about to do some 

hard stuffs, we draw ourselves back from these, bearing the guilt or fear that we didn‟t 

give our self a rest last night then we push it so hard on the day.  

Sleeping and physiology. Relevant researches have been made to link sleeping and 

losing weight. Though the exact thing is yet unknown, researchers believe that by 

getting sufficient amount of sleep, our basal metabolic rate is improved, that is, our 

body‟s ability to burn up calories while at rest is improved. Thus, inadequate sleep in 

return doesn‟t only weaken us but also slows down our metabolism. An inadequate 

sleep can also mess up the growth hormones in our body thus the fat ratio can also go 

wrong. 

Substantially, sleeping is part of how we were designed. As Chinese traditional healers 

suggest, it is in fighting our nature that we can never win. We can‟t help but eat, drink 

and sleep. And as for losing weight, sleeping is as important as exercising. We cannot 

exercise if we haven‟t slept. When we exercise, we use energy, and when we sleep we 

regain some. If we haven‟t regained anything, then there is nothing for us to burn. 
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How do I know if I‟m overweight and obese? 

Overweight and obesity are considered to be a highly rising epidemic. The 

advertisements for diet supplements and diet pills are proofs of how the world tries to 

solve the problem.  Primarily, this may be due to the changing lifestyles of the 

constantly evolving society and that many already gave in to high fat and sugar diets 

which gradually make them develop somewhat “laziness” in them that is further leading 

to reduction of their physical activities which exponentially cause their imbalances with 

their calorie in and calorie out counter. 

First of all, both overweight and obese are terms used to describe a person‟s body 

mass index. When we talk about weight, many will just shove the topic away because 

they feel like it. Always keep in mind though that this is not a measure of respecting 

someone or not, it is a measure of how you respect yourself and how much you value 

your health. 

Body Mass Index BMI is the ratio of your weight over the square of your height. This 

signifies that it doesn‟t matter if you are tall or short as it is not the only way to infer your 

health, but instead you just have to make sure that your height and weight are at an 

acceptable range of proportion. BMI varies from person to person. Certain range of BMI 

differentiates the underweight, normal weight, overweight and obese. 

An adult is considered healthy or at a normal range, when he/she has a BMI of range 

between 18.5 and 24.9 kg/m2. A person is called overweight when he/she is above a 

healthy weight. It will have to be a BMI of between 25 to 29.9 kg/m2. And finally, an 

adult having a BMI of 30 or more kg/m2 is considered to be obese. 
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What is the best motivation to exercise? 

Motivation is the common problem of every person who dares to maintain exercising. It 

is strongest when you have decided to do the exercise but eventually gets weaker over 

time. There‟s a lot of ways to motivate you, but only few are effective and lasting. 

Ask yourself why you want to change your lifestyle and get a healthy exercising habit. 

Have you ever been facing the mirror and asking some answers for this? We‟ll you 

better do it. Understanding one‟s self is the best way to start with. There is no telling that 

this kind of motivation does not falter most of the time because there‟s no one who 

knows yourself better than you do.  

It is not half bad to admit to yourself your weaknesses. In the contrary, it even motivates 

you to become strong. Thus, motivation can be about asking anything that you don‟t 

have—look good and feel better than you are already.   

Get to know the benefits of exercise will also motivate you. The reasons in exercising 

might include of wanting having abs, biceps, or a sexy body. 

Exercise is a choice 

Being weak and overweight are too. It might sound rude but that‟s true. Wanting to be 

somebody you‟re not is hard but not impossible. It is your decision to stay what you are 

now or strive for a new you. You decide.  

Exercise and become attractive 

Your body will speak for you if you reach your goal. And by exercising, you do the 

cheapest and most effective way to achieve a healthy body. Close your eyes and 

imagine how you‟ll look like—the fitter and sexier you. And by exercising, that 

imagination will come to reality. 
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What's the difference between eating for weight 
loss and eating for weight gain? 

Obviously, as their title suggests, the difference between eating for weight loss and 

eating for weight gain is their long time goal. Typically, when we go on a certain diet, 

first thing is to determine what our aim is, whether we want to gain or we want to lose 

(we mean here our weight) and this decision shall determine the program that we are to 

follow.  

  

Perhaps not as much as that number of overweight people but there is a vast population 

of those suffering underweight as well. Ideally, eating for weight gain is for those who 

are “under” the normal range and eating for weight loss is for those “over” the normal 

range.  

  

Eating for weight loss includes the gradual reduction of food intake to lower the energy 

level to reach the normal range. It is by practice the limiting of the food intake by calorie 

count so that after a certain span of time, stored energy or the fats shall have been 

already burned naturally.  

 

Most often, doctors‟ advice those undergoing this program to eat minimum 

carbohydrates depending on their health requirements. However, despite restrictions, 

an appropriate energy level and enough nutrients is taken into account as well. In 

general, eating for weight loss primarily is concerned of taking proper diet so not to 

compromise the health while losing some weight. 

 

Eating for weight gain on the other hand is naturally the opposite. It is primarily 

concerned of gradually increasing the amount of food intake while maintaining a healthy 

lifestyle and a balanced diet to raise the weight to a normal range. It doesn‟t mean you 

will have to eat a lot of fatty foods or chocolates for this program to work. On the 

contrary, you will have to take larger meals by increasing the proportions of food intake 

and undergo an extensive body training most likely on a gym to add some weight and 

muscles. 
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Do I really sweat away the fat during exercise?  

A common misconception is that when we sweat as we complete an exercise or a 

routine, we sweat away fat. It is wrong to think that we are or we can be sweating away 

fat. Sweating means we are excreting water, salt and urea via our pores—very far from 

fat. Therefore, most likely, the weight that we may lose after a strenuous exercise isn‟t 

actually anything else but the water that we sweat out along the process. 

The thing is that the fats we may lose may depend on several factors like what exercise 

we do, for how many minutes we do it, our body mass and our previous meal right 

before exercising. What we do or that specific routine that we do, matters since there 

are a lot of fats in our body and by choosing the right routines, we can target which fats 

we want to lose. The length of time that we do these routines will matter as well since 

there lies different thresholds for every human body in order for them to start sweating, 

say John for example may start sweating after 2 minutes of jogging while Jim starts 

sweating after 5 minutes of doing the same thing at exact temperature. Moving on, 

same goes for the body mass. Different body masses will contribute to different 

thresholds as well. But crucially, our pre workout meal will mean a lot as to how much 

fat we can or perhaps we should burn. Remember that our fats are our stored energies, 

and our meals are our energy intake. Therefore, if we use energy more than we have 

taken in, we consume our stored energies thus enabling us to reduce our fat.  

Remember though that it is advisable to check with your physician first if to confirm the 

capability or our physical fitness to perform the routines. It is recommended to drink 

plenty of water before, during and after exercise. 
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Why do diets don't work on me? 

Diets teach you what to eat and what not. Most likely you will be manipulated—counted 

calories per meal and the scheduled food and even the weighted meal. These are some 

reasons why diet cannot sustain a lasting output. But giving another look at it won‟t 

hurt—is failure in the dieting itself?  

Some diet contributes knowledge on what food we better buy in general and budget-

wise speaking. It also teaches us how to cook and how to plan our food to get enough 

nutrients and avoid unhealthy foods.   

Yet, we can‟t deny that there are more diets that offer surreal recommendations and 

even unnecessary food limitations. Diets are for deprivation of food. There‟s no way it 

can change your eating behaviors completely. 

How long can you restrain from eating any food you like? Diet this week and gain weight 

the next week. It‟s becoming as if diet is done for a short term satisfaction of losing 

weight. 

Diets do not ask anyone whys. It does not answer the real reason of your being 

overweight. You see, there‟s more to personal reasons than what you see. Some are fat 

because of their emotional reasons like love, hatred and boredom. These reasons are 

not meant for diet to understand and if we don‟t solve that problem first, everything will 

just be a cycle of failures. 
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Is liposuction a good choice for weight 
reduction? 

Liposuction is just a cosmetic procedure that removes fat from a certain targeted part 

of human body. Liposuction, although it actually reduces weight from the removed fat, 

cannot be considered actually among the exercising and dieting options since unlike 

those two, it is an unnatural way of an instant weight reduction. Liposuction may be 

helpful and beneficial but its results are a gamble since our bodies are technically made 

to have that ability to restore most tissues or parts that has been lost as much as 

possible. 

Especially for celebrities, liposuction will always be a good seller to keep that good 

figure, or perhaps to get that ideal body. However, experts say that it isn‟t exactly a real 

weight reduction. It may be totally temporary only. It isn‟t exactly nor scientifically linked 

or proven to have to do with anything in regards with the natural weight reduction 

options. 

Those who prefer liposuction over exercising and dieting for the reason of let‟s say 

“laziness” may sometimes think they have beaten those who do it the natural way 

because they got the results faster; but, little do they know, they are actually the real 

losers because the people who do it the natural way do not only attain their goal in due 

time but learn to persevere, eat healthy, maintain exercise and value their body. 

Tendencies are, people who get liposuction in due time will just lose their figure 

because they do not have that discipline and value that the successful natural goers 

have otherwise developed.  

Just so to be fair enough, liposuction may psychology be an aid for gradual weight 

reduction at a lesser chance anyway. There is a possibility that people who undergo this 

type of process will later develop to do the natural weight loss programs. For some 

reasons like realization of the risks they went through and money they paid for, they 

might just later devote to do it the natural way to get better results. 
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Is water alone a safe to lose weight? 

Water diet is not as independent diet as the south beach diet or any others. Water diet 

doesn‟t solely solve weight loss goals but rather supplement other diets that you may be 

undergoing. Traditionally, water diet is taken to buff or speed up the effects of other diet. 

Water diet can be an effective and safe booster but not if it is taken alone. Even a 

fasting shouldn‟t be done with water alone. 

Naturally, if you are critical about how much calories you burn, you should consider 

more the idea of drinking cold and pure drinking water than any else since heating the 

cold water to body temperature consumes few calories as well. 

Notice how your body is composed vastly of water and other fluids. As you can see, 

water is very essential to human body. It is not an option but a must. We need water 

especially if we want to lose some weight since it helps us to get rid of some of our body 

toxins. It helps us get hydrated to the be able to keep doing the activities we have to do 

like going to gym, going to office or even to survive even if you are just sitting 

throughout the day. 

Water aids natural metabolism as well. Water helps us get that ideal metabolic rate so 

to that the effects of our weight loss programs will be optimized. Water gives us the 

ability to naturally improve our health and do our chores. However, water can never 

replace the foods that we intake. We can‟t live without food and water a like; they can‟t 

be a substitute for one another. 
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How can I deal with my loose skin after losing 
weight? 

Getting a loose or sagging skin after a weight loss is relatively dependent from person 

to person. Since we have different bodies, we ought to have different tolerances and 

thresholds as well. Some may have little sagging only, while some has that tremendous 

loose skin. However, there are some healthy and naturally standard tips to avoid loose 

skin as much as possible. 

Doctors believe that getting a sagging skin is normal especially for a massive and 

staggering successful weight loss. This excessive skin is more than expected to occur 

especially if the weight loss is due to unhealthy reasons like any form of diseases or any 

else. However, the sagging can be minimized according to studies if the weight loss is 

done naturally, healthily and slowly. A 1-2 lb. per week should be good enough. 

It also depends what we lose as we lose weight. If we lose fats, we can remedy the 

sagging skin by putting muscles into it. Workouts should be taken to replace the 

consumed energy deposits by lean muscles. That way, we can put some „healthy‟ 

deposits inside those sagging skins and get a gym fit figure at the same time. 

Though it must be evaded as much as possible, let‟s face it. A lot of people nowadays 

resort to the quick way to get rid of those extra skins and that is via surgery. Always 

think twice before undergoing on this surgery as it is a serious matter. If you want to get 

a surgery, try to settle first from 10-12 months so that you can study your own body. It is 

important since at times, those who lose weight have a high risk of getting that fat 

deposits again. 
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How can I tell my friend that she is overweight? 

It is indeed hard to say such things to someone whom you may think who is not as open 

as you are about the idea. However, for her sake, you have to do it. There may be no 

other simple way so just let it slip. Just don‟t be harsh and make her understand. Tell 

her how much a good health can benefit her whole being, and tell her how much willing 

you are to help her. 

Start talking to her by letting her know how it must feel to be fit and healthy. Tell her she 

doesn‟t look bad but she should always provide some room for improvement. Always let 

her know the benefits and don‟t scare her with the processes that she may have to 

undergo. 

Be honest to her and let her know how much more beautiful could she be if she wears 

that dress you found for her for example. Help her find that motivation so she could 

realize what you are talking about, or better yet, be a motivation yourself. 

Finally, join her in this make over that she is to undergo. Support her all the way and at 

times, if she falls, let her stand on her feet instead of degrading her and telling her she 

is weak. Though it works at times, let reverse psychology and challenges be the final 

resolution. Don‟t bring it up unless necessary. You have to understand that her 

condition may secretly be her frustration already. 

Never do what she shouldn‟t. Be a good influence to her for her own sake. She can 

always find a way to sneak through you so to avoid that, go on public and tell her how 

bad those things that are restricted could really be for her. Let her know that when she 

starts doing small bad things, it will be a matter of time until she does the big ones. 
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What is the key to successful weight loss? 

You think you have done everything to lose weight and yet nothing lasted? The secret 

way to a successful weight loss is to have the right company. 

One hindering factor for an effective healthy program like exercising or dieting is the 

shame or inferiority that you may develop at first. You may have that feeling of being 

obnoxiously unique and down and that can break all your hopes. Yet, bear in mind that 

you can do almost any kind of exercises as long as you got the people who are inclined 

to do the same things as you do. It all starts always with that level of acceptance and 

empathy that you get from that company and then everything follows. They can help 

you motivate yourself especially when you are down and you can do the same for them 

in return too. Sometimes it pays to have that sense of belongingness you feel around 

your society. Not only that it boosts your confidence but it sure keeps you going not only 

for yourself but for them as well. You will always want to develop yourself and be a 

model to everyone else. Most specially, you may feel just right when you have started 

that program but you must realize that it isn‟t actually the real deal here. Anyone cast 

start but not all can finish the job. You can always make use of the other‟s support to 

help you accomplish your goal. 

At most cases, it‟s the teamwork and encouragement that makes it last. Doing 

something together as a team is as good as having a party. Doing activities together like 

betting who gets the coolest abs in 2 months and setting a reward, or racing for a 

hundred push-ups or any other form of healthy competitions will keep you on track. 

Moreover, these can be some strategies that helps ignite that leader quality in you.   
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How can I deal my bad snacking habit? 

Free-time, an awaited moment of the day when you can do everything you desire—

playing, studying and eating. It seems that this is also the time where the problem of 

snacking kicks in. The feeling of wanting to eat a lot of something that is restricted to 

health comes at this time. Now here are some tips to shove your problem aside. 

LEARN THE FUSS 

Constantly eating unhealthy foods during snack time can contribute to complications if 

not given attention. Sometimes, you may wonder what could it possibly cost you if you 

eat just anything and take things for granted and say “What‟s the fuss?” right?  

Well, there are so many health-related problems that you should think of and reconsider 

which roots from a harmful habit of taking unhealthy snacks. Obesity for example, rules 

the first place. If we say junk foods, well, there‟s a kidney problem. It‟s just a matter of 

learning before complications arise; learning the fuss you‟ve been asking before would 

be a good start. 

AVOID THE PROBLEM 

Learning what bad snacking would cost you grants you the choice to avoid it. Difficult to 

do as it may seem, but cast no worries for it isn‟t expected to have to be an abrupt 

change anyway. A quick change in eating habit causes discomfort so you must take it 

slow. What‟s important is that you take things light, where you are comfortable so you 

don‟t end up ditching the good side. Just assure yourself more than anyone else that 

you really will do your best to reach your goal. 

FOOD SUBSTITUTES  

In the process, it would be better if you try eating healthy food like peanuts and fruits. 

They are called the food substitutes. Not only have they given you a lasting satisfaction 

but also a better future. 


